TEAM UP WITH

BRETAGNE

TO DEVELOP MARINE RENEWABLES

MREs
IN BRITTANY

/ PILOT FARMS
TIDAL CURRENT TURBINE
EDF, Naval Energies-OpenHydro
/ Goal: test the feasibility of high-performance
marine current turbines (including
technical, economic, environmental
and administrative aspects).
/P
 roject developers and technology employed:
The prototypes of the EDF marine current
turbines were designed by Naval Energies/
Openhydro/CMN/Hydroquest.
/ Size & siting: Farm with 4 turbines.
Rotor diameter: 16 m. Water depth: 35 m
/ Output power: 2 MW at 2.5 m/s
/ Overall cost: ca. €40 m
(including €7.2 m in public funds)

FLOATING WIND TURBINE
Eolfi Offshore France, Naval Energies
/ Goal: set up a pilot farm with 4 turbines
to deliver 24 MW.
/ Project developers: Eolifi Offshore France,
CGN Europe Energy, Naval Energies, GE,
VINCI, VALEMO
/ R&D Centres: IFREMER, ENSTA Bretagne,
LBMS Brest.
/ Technology employed: Free floating platform
(FFP), floating offshore wind turbine deployed
in deep waters on a semi-submersible
platform attached to the seabed with catenary
cables (ease of maintenance).
/ Size & siting:
Height of the multi-MW prototype: 175 m.
Water depth: from 50 to 200 m.
/ Output power: 24 MW.
/ Overall cost: €200 m. This project enjoys
support from the French investment
expenditure programme.

TIDAL CURRENT TURBINE / Sabella D10
/ Goal: develop a simple & robust marine turbine,
with high reliability and low maintenance.
/ Project developers: Sabella, in conjunction
with AKUO Energy and CDK Technologies.
/ Output power: 3 to 4 tidal turbines
generating 2 MW each.
/ Technology employed: Bottom-fixed tidal
current turbine designed by Sabella.
10 year operational lifespan.
/ Size & siting: Rotor diameter: 10 m
/ Overall cost: €10.3 m. This project received
funds from the French ‘Investments for the
Future’ expenditure scheme, the European
Union and the Bretagne Regional Council.

/ COMMERCIAL FARMS
A commercial farm is a production site that
delivers the generated power to the electricity grid.
/ Tidal energy
(Rance Tidal Power Plant, operated by EDF).
/ Wind energy
(offshore wind farm located off St. Brieuc,
operated by the Ailes Marines consortium).

/ DEMONSTRATORS
2ND GENERATION TIDAL TURBINE / MegaWattBlue
/ Goal: construct, install and qualify
an industrial demonstrator.
/ Project developers: Guinard Energies
(partners: Bernard Bonnefond, ENSTA
Bretagne, IFREMER, etc.).
/ Technology employed: High-output ducted
tidal turbine (doubles the power output), self-orients
in the direction of the tidal stream; low weight-topower output ratio and compactness making it
efficient even in shallow waters (10 to 12 m depth),
floating base that can be immersed and retrieved
using ballast tanks (limiting operating costs).
/ Size: height on the seabed, 8 m.
/ Weight: 90 t (32 t without the base).
/ Output power: 350 kW.
/ Overall cost of the demonstration phase:
€4.25 m (expected financing: 60% private
funds and 40% public funds).

WAVE ENERGY CONVERTER / Wattmor
/ Goal: harness wave energy
/ Project developers: Naval Energies (France)
and Fortum (Finlande). The project is currently
its feasibility study phase.
/T
 echnology employed: Naval Energies
is currently assessing several different technologies
including the Waveroller, a large panel that sits on
the seabed. The panel harnesses energy from the
back-and-forth movement of the wave surge.
/ Output power: the site of the future
experimental farm will generate 1.5 MW.

EOLIEN FLOTTANT / Eolink
/ Goal: Produce a new floating wind turbine
on tripod (scale 1/10)
/ Project developers: Eolink with the support
of IFREMER and Regional Council of Bretagne
/ Technology: EOLINK design targets
the biggest power/weight ratio in order to get
the best-in-class LCOE. First time such ratio
between swept area and floater’s size is tested.
/ Output power: 12 MW (Scale 1).
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Western France build the future
OF FLOATING WIND POWER

IN THE ATLANTIQUE
/ OPTIMAL CONDITIONS
FOR SUCH AN INITIATIVE
Thanks to its strong ocean waves, currents,
and winds, Bretagne is a region with a high
potential for harnessing marine renewable
energy. It also enjoys a strong skills base
in the maritime industry, which is crucial
for growing this emergent sector along with
the new technology required.
Bretagne is turning to marine renewables
as a way to meet its energy demands,
and is keen to back industrial projects
and identify areas that are attractive to
develop this technology commercially.
To address the needs of local energy
production, Bretagne
is committing to floating wind turbines,
backing industrial projects and identifying
areas that are commercially attractive
for the technology so as to encourage
the development of this new sector.
Floating wind turbines with their now mature
technology will allow for arrays further
offshore, in waters between 50 and 200 metres
deep, which will help cater for the needs
of various sea-users.

/ AGENDA
2019-2020
Commissioning of Groix pilot farm

2021
Call for commercial floating
wind farm in France
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PARIS
GROIX

A pilot

WIND FARM
OFF THE ISLAND OF GROIX
/ TO SET-UP 4 FLOATING
WIND TURBINES
The consortium including Naval Energies,
Vinci and lead partner Eolfi Offshore France is
responding to the ADEME call for expressions
of interest by developing a pilot floating wind
turbine farm to the south of Groix Island.
The 17km² area is one of four zones in France
defined as suitable in the CEI launched
in August 2015.
French wind power specialist Eolfi has joined
forces with CGN Europe Energy, a subsidiary
of China’s leading energy firm, to create Eolfi
Offshore France and head up the floating
wind turbine project off Groix Island.
Eolfi has brought several of France’s leading
industrial players together as partners in this
forward-looking project:
• Naval Energies, the lead contractor for
offshore installations and floating structure
power connection, together with industrial
partners VINCI.
• General Electric, suppliers of the Haliade
wind turbine – already in use in fixed
offshore systems.
Eolfi sees this site as offering a great many
benefits, notably that of being representative
of the ocean sea conditions to be found
worldwide, for the vast majority of the
potential market. This makes Groix an ideal
proving ground for the technology.
The group’s international reach and the
expertise developed, particularly in Bretagne,
will enable these industries to expand
in France and beyond.
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Tidal power:

BRETAGNE IS DEVELOPING
THE INDUSTRIAL MODELS OF THE FUTURE
As home to the very first tidal power test site in France, the first tidal stream
generators connected to the grid and producing power, one of the two pilot sites
for French research agency ADEME’s call for projects, and more besides, there’s
no doubt that Bretagne is where marine current energy is first being harnessed,
and where the industrial models of the future are being devised.

/ EDF TIDAL STREAM GENERATORS
AT PAIMPOL-BRÉHAT

/ MEGAWATTBLUE
IN THE ETEL RIA

Launched in 2008, the goal of this
demonstration project is to validate the
technical, administrative, and environmental
feasibility of tidal stream generators.
2017 will see a major milestone, with the first
output from two underwater turbines located
at Paimpol-Bréhat dispatched onto the grid.

Guinard Energies was founded in 2008
by a team of energy industry firms to design
a second-generation tidal stream generator,
MegaWattBlue®. Eight years of research and
development have resulted in an improved design,
with 30% flow acceleration and twice as much
power harnessed; the ducted current nozzle
slews to face the current.

Partners: EDF (project sponsor), Naval Energies/
Openhydro,
General Electric, Siemens.

/ SABELLA D10 TIDAL STREAM
GENERATOR, OUESSANT
The Sabella D10 tidal stream generator,
located underwater in Fromveur Passage near
the island of Ouessant (Ushant), is the first
industrial generator of its kind to be connected
to the national grid. The project won French
research agency ADEME’s call for expressions
of interest for marine energy demonstrations.
It also represents the first step towards
the deployment of a new, more sustainable
energy model for isolated grids,
such as those to be found on most islands
(the EUSSABELLA project).
Partners: Sabella, Ifremer, Bureau Véritas,
Bretagne Region, ADEME.
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Partner: GES – Guinard Energies, backed by Bretagne
Region and the European Union.
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The power of an ecosystem

TO CREATE WIN-WIN PARTNERSHIPS

/ A BALANCED INDUSTRIAL
VALUE CHAIN
Bretagne is a leading region in the maritime
economy, and home to ideal industrial
conditions for successful MRE projects.
In addition to close familiarity with the specific
considerations of a marine environment,
the region’s network of some 180 companies
offers extensive industrial know-how, spanning
everything from composite materials
to mechanics, via shipbuilding and repairs,
design and engineering, and smart grids.
Bretagne’s resources and industrial skill sets
cover every link in the MRE value chain.

/ A REAL-LIFE TEST BED
FOR MARINE ENERGY
The Bretagne Region accounts for fully one
half of all French R&D skills in marine science
and technology. Leading players in research,
development, and innovation are all based
in the Region, including France Energies
Marines, Pôle Mer Bretagne-Atlantique, ENSTA
Bretagne, Ifremer, SHOM, and other bodies.

2 postgraduate
engineering degrees
6 Masters degrees
4 specialised
Masters degrees

/ TRAINING SCHEMES WITH
A SPECIAL FOCUS ON THE SEA

1 dedicated

As France’s leading maritime economy,
Bretagne boasts a training offering that caters
for all maritime professions. The region
benefits from highly-qualified personnel
in maritime industries including shipbuilding
and repair, operational oceanography, ICTs,
maintenance, and more. All the resources
for MRE projects are to be found here, thanks
to the region’s familiarity with the particular
challenges of marine environments, coupled
with its industrial and scientific expertise.

CLUSTER:
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innovation

Pôle Mer Bretagne
Atlantique

2900

private and public-sector

RESEARCHERS

in marine science and technology

INDUSTRIAL
CLUSTERS
to make industrial
projects grow

150 QUALIFICATIONS

19 TRAINING

in industry, ranging from NVQs
to postgraduate Engineering degrees,
in maritime-related sectors.

ESTABLISHMENTS

for maritime and industrial careers

1 energy transition

INSTITUTE for MRE:
France Energies Marines
more

HEADQUARTERS

and main site of oceanographic
institution Ifremer

100

than
COMPANIES
involved in the MRE market

5 HIGHER EDUCATION
INSTITUTIONS:

ENSTA Bretagne, Naval Academy,
ISEN, Campus Mondial de la Mer,
Telecom Bretagne
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The MRE Terminal in the Port of Brest:
A MODERN PORT FACILITY

CATERING TO INDUSTRIAL MRE PROJECTS
To boost commercial port business and to host new MRE-related
industrial activities, the Port of Brest is developing its facilities
to accommodate new needs and goals.

/ TIMELINE

/ CAPACITY

• 2018 / 5.5 ha

• Dock and handling berth:
minimum of 18 t/m² for end-bearing loads

• 2019 / + 5.5 ha and 150 LM of dock
with handling equipment
• 2020 / + 150 LM of dock
with handling equipment
• 2021 / + 13 ha

•O
 n-land platforms: 4 t/m² for evenly
distributed loads
•L
 oad transport: 4th generation SPMT
(40 t per axle line)

• 2024 / + 14 ha

/ MARINE ACCESS
/ PORT INFRASTRUCTURE
•3
 90 LM of dock (two units with 150 LM
of work space) with a handling berth of 100 m
depth that can accommodate any type
of handling equipment (heavy-lift cranes, SPMT)
• Channel depth of 8 m below CD; docking
depth of 12 m below CD and width of 100 m
• 38 ha of industrial lots connected
to transport networks
• Heavy-duty access roads from the industrial
lots to dockside and to the naval repair areas
in dry docks 2 and 3
• Car park with 1100 spaces
• Meets ISPS - Industrial safety standards
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• Channels and berths:
> Channel: draught of 8 m below CD
>B
 erths: 12 m below CD in depth
and 100 m in width
• Tidal range in Brest:
> Spring tide: 7.05 m above CD
> Average water height: 4.13 m above CD

Bretagne

INVESTS IN MREs

All phases of MRE development can be carried out in right here in north-western France.
From the demonstrator to the pilot farm - and ultimately the commercial farm - the
Bretagne Regional Council is mobilising all of its assets to accompany the new MRE
business sector. With its investment in the construction of an MRE-specific port terminal
and the creation of Bretagne Ocean Power, an MRE accelerator federating industrial and
academic expertise, the Bretagne Regional Council is your ideal team player for the
development of MREs.

/ TOOLS FOR BOOSTING PROJECTS
The Bretagne Region has developed several
instruments to accompany innovative MRE
solutions and demonstrator projects. It has
elaborated on its existing financial engineering
tools and investment funds to promote the
emergence and the development of MRE
projects. The Regional Council has also
secured European funds through three projects:
Set-Up to carry out foresight studies on smart
grids, ICE to validate technology bricks and
ERA-NET to fund demonstrator projects.

/ BRETAGNE OCEAN POWER,
A POTENT ACCELERATOR
Prompted by the Bretagne Regional Council,
all the MRE stakeholders in Brittany have
joined forces as a single entity to foster more
efficient industrial projects.
Bretagne Ocean Power seeks to:
/ Facilitate access to industrial know-how
for commissioning authorities,
/F
 acilitate skill development and market

access for Brittany businesses,
/A
 ttract national and international players

/ PORT FACILITIES
The Port of Brest is one of the building
blocks in the development of MREs in Brittany.
Beyond its natural and industrial assets,
the Bretagne Region has made it its priority
to deploy state-of-the-art equipment for the
production, storage and transport of large
machinery weighing more than 2000 t.

who wish to develop marine renewables,
/P
 romote local know-how under

a single banner.
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Join us

HARNESS

OCEAN ENERGY

/ Have a project? Contact us!
Philippe Thieffry
Head Officer at Bretagne Ocean Power
p.thieffry@bdi.fr
+33(0)2 97 30 27 90

www.bretagneoceanpower.fr

/ Sponsored by
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A potent MRE
industry accelerator

